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ABSTRACT
There exist extensive ongoing research e↵orts on emerging
atomic scale technologies that have the potential to become
an alternative to today’s CMOS technologies. A common
feature among the investigated technologies is that of multi-
value devices, in particular, the possibility of implementing
quaternary logic and memory. However, multi-value devices
tend to be more sensitive to interferences and, thus, have
reduced error resilience. We present an architecture based
on multi-value devices where we can trade energy e�ciency
against error resilience. Important data are encoded in a
more robust binary format while error tolerant data is en-
coded in a quaternary format. We show for eight bench-
marks an average energy reduction of 14%, 20%, and 32%
for the register file, level-one data cache, and main memory,
respectively, and for three integer benchmarks, an energy
reduction for arithmetic operations of up to 28%. We also
show that for a quaternary technology to be viable a raw bit
error rate of one error in 100 million or better is required.
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1. INTRODUCTION
CMOS technology scaling, the current driver of Moore’s

law, is faced with practical and fundamental limits. The
search for low-power alternatives to CMOS is intensifying
with a large number of emerging technologies being investi-
gated, e.g., single atom and single electron transistors [1,2].
Many such technologies present new features, which provide
opportunities to develop new computer systems. Multi-level
devices are one such common feature [3–5] that is already
employed by several commercial memory technologies, e.g.,
in multi-level flash [6] and phase change memory [7]. Multi-
level devices increase the on-chip information density, as
they are capable of representing more than two distinct log-
ical levels. Thus, multi-level devices have the potential of
providing smaller, faster, and more energy-e�cient circuit
implementations as fewer wires, memory cells, and logic
gates are required to transfer, store, and process a fixed
amount of data. The gain in information density is com-
monly achieved at the cost of reduced error resilience of the
multi-level devices. A multi-level device has more physical
states, which by necessity reduce the margins between the
individual states. Thus, making the device more susceptible
to errors, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Illustration of input to output transfer
functions of a fictitious binary and quaternary de-
vice, e.g., a memory cell or bu↵er. Note the much
wider margins for the binary compared to the qua-
ternary device.
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There is an increasing research focus on approximate
computing, i.e., on trading power, performance, and reli-
ability against each other [8]. Previous work has shown
that approximate computing can be used to improve per-
formance and endurance of multi-level phase change mem-
ory (PCM) [9].

In this work, we present a technique where the resilience
against errors for multi-value technologies can be modulated
simply by the way data are encoded, Section 3. We lever-
age approximate computing to create an architecture where
critical operations and storage of data are represented in a
binary and more error resilient format, while less critical op-
erations and data are represented in a quaternary and more
compact format, Section 4. We evaluate our system by run-
ning eight di↵erent approximate benchmarks while varying
the probability that an error manifests to estimate output
quality and energy dissipation improvements of the system,
Section 5. We show that significant energy reductions can
be achieved while still producing adequate results, Section 6.

2. EMERGING NANOELECTRONICS
The transfer characteristic shown in Figure 1 is typical

for so-called current quantizers [10], which are often en-
countered in nanoelectronics and are considered for appli-
cations in multi-valued logic systems. The current quantiz-
ers can be based on the charge states of a single electron
transistor (SET) characterized by periodic Coulomb oscil-
lations causing, in turn, the negative di↵erential resistance.
The Coulomb oscillations are transformed into a step-wise
transfer function by combining the SET with a conventional
MOSFET in a simple electrical circuit where the MOS-
FET serves to stabilize the electrical current through the
SET [10]. Also, the quantization of electrical current natu-
rally appears in a single-atom transistor (SAT) [11] where an
electron is confined in such a small volume that a discrete
energy spectrum within a given charge configuration can
be observed. Continued improvements in nanotechnology,
making it possible to fabricate smaller objects with better
control of their shapes, leads to operating temperatures of
SET and SAT that reach room temperature. A recent ex-
ample is that of a silicon nanowire FET showing Coulomb
blockade at room temperature [12].

The two examples, mentioned above, involve a control
over the charge state by a static gate voltage. Another,
more complicated but also more robust, way to generate a
step-wise transfer characteristic is to apply a proper alter-
nating signal to the gate electrode implementing a turnstile
single-electron pump. For instance, J. P. Pekola et al. [13]
propose a source of quantized electric current based on a
SET consisting of two junctions between normal and su-
perconducting metals driven by an alternating gate voltage.
In their device, the current between source and drain is a
step-wise function of the gate amplitude. K. Nishiguchi et
al. [14] implement a step-wise transfer function defined by
the electrical current through a charge sensor attached to a
quantum box where the number of electrons is controlled by
a turnstile single-electron pump.

Although all these examples are very di↵erent, most of
them have a common feature that their step-wise transfer
characteristics su↵er from thermal noise, shot noise and 1/f
noise caused by the background charge fluctuations. The
statistics of these fluctuations can be controlled by tem-
perature or by controlling the electrostatics through a gate

electrode. However, the general trend is that better single-
electron charge control, allowing to resolve the quantization
of electrical current, leads to slower device operation and/or
requires a low-temperature regime of operation.

In the SET current quantizer, the most probable bit er-
ror associated with those fluctuations is caused by random
changes in the electron population of the quantum dot. At
low temperatures, these jumps are dominated by the shot
noise and 1/f noise involving changing of the population by
a single electron. Therefore, the most probable bit error at
reasonably small noise level at the gate electrode of SET is a
random jump between adjacent quantization levels. Fluctu-
ations between others levels are less probable. Consequently,
operating in the mode when all quantization levels are in-
volved is less robust comparing to the mode when the logic is
based on the charge states separated by several units of the
charging energy. However, the first case is characterized by
higher information density implying less energy dissipation.

3. MODULATING ERROR RESILIENCE
We consider any device where the output can be de-

scribed as a continuous transfer function of its inputs. For
multi-level logic, this transfer function contains plateaus
that presents a relatively stable output even if the input
value varies slightly [15]. These plateaus appear as discrete
ranges that can be used to represent logic states. Such de-
vices have higher probability that the output of a device will
shift, due to interference, to a nearby level than to a level far
away from the expected level. Here we use the term interfer-
ence for any physical property that a↵ects the output such
that it deviates from the ideal transfer function, e.g., input
noise or manufacturing variances. We take advantage of this
property to create two logic representations for representing
approximate and precise data.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a quaternary device that
can operate on binary data. Gray regions represent
the input and output ranges when working with qua-
ternary data. Striped regions represent input and
output ranges when working with binary data.

Figure 2 illustrates a transfer function of a fictitious qua-
ternary device in some unit (U), e.g., voltage or current.
The figure shows in light gray the four di↵erent quaternary
states (Q0, Q1, Q2, and Q3) and how they are represented
as ranges on the input and output of the device. When rep-
resenting approximate data, we use all logic states of the
device. This maximizes the amount of data that can be rep-
resented per device, but it also increases the probability that
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Figure 3: Truth tables of quaternary gates with their
binary operations highlighted in gray.

a state shifts to a nearby state (e.g., Q2 gets interpreted as
Q1 or Q3). Precise data is represented in binary form by
only using the maximum (Q3) and minimum (Q0) states
as input to the device. When the output is read nearby
states are also considered as part of the maximum (Q2 and
Q3) and minimum (Q0 and Q1) states (see striped regions).
This increases the reliability of the device as the probability
is low that Q0 would shift to Q2 or that Q3 would shift to
Q1. However, it also requires (at least) twice the number of
devices compared to representing the data approximately.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We have designed a complete system based on the princi-

pal of improved error resilience through the use of perform-
ing binary operations on quaternary devices (see Section 3).

4.1 Logic and Arithmetic Operations
Logical operations on quaternary gates work without any

special consideration when operating on binary data, as seen
in Figure 3. A quaternary zero (Q0) also represents a binary
zero (B0) while a quaternary three (Q3) represents a binary
one (B1), highlighted in gray in the figure. From the figure,
it is apparent that if the three in the gray areas would be re-
placed with one then the gray areas represent the equivalent
binary operation.

Performing additions on binary data using quaternary de-
vices are not as straightforward. Considering the basic op-
eration of a half (HA) and full adder (FA) the sum is not
correct for all inputs. When adding two binary ones (quater-
nary three), the resulting sum becomes quaternary two when
we instead need a quaternary three for a correct result, see
Figure 4. Thus, it is not possible to design a ripple-carry
adder simply from full-adder gates.

Ripple-carry adders are relatively slow and in most cases
a more performant adder implementation is desirable. A
carry-lookahead adder (CLA) is commonly used when imple-
menting high-speed adders. The carry-lookahead technique
is based on the creation of a generate (G) and propagate
(P) signal for each significance pair of the input operands,
see Figure 5. The generate and propagate signals are then
used to calculate the carry for each digit. The key insight
is that the carry (and the generate and propagate) signal is
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Figure 4: Truth table showing the sum of a qua-
ternary half and full adder. Gray regions highlight
erroneous binary representation.

never anything other than zero or one, regardless, of which
base the input operands have. The generate and propagate
structure constitutes the majority of all gates in a CLA and
all of them perform binary operations. Only the periphery
circuits, i.e., the initial generate and propagate circuit and
final summation circuit, operate at a higher base.
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Figure 5: Illustration of a quaternary Kogge-Stone
adder with the capability of operating on binary
data. Gates in white perform quaternary opera-
tions, all other gates perform binary operations.

Figure 5 shows a Kogge-Stone [16] CLA that can perform
both quaternary and binary additions. Gates in white are
quaternary while all other gates perform binary operations.
The initial generate signal is one when the input-pair of
the operands would generate a carry and zero in all other
cases, i.e., the carry of an HA. The initial propagate signal
is one when the sum of the input-pair is exactly three, i.e., a
carry is generated if a carry would come from the next lower
significance level, hence the name propagate. The generate
and propagate can hence be created as depicted in Figure 6
using the carries from a quaternary HA and FA (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Truth table showing the carry of a qua-
ternary half and full adder. Gray regions highlight
binary representation. Note that the result is only
zero or one since it is the carry that is shown.

As the quaternary HA and FA does not generate a cor-
rect binary sum (see Figure 4) a binary FA and a two-input
multiplexor are required for each digit, see Figure 6. The
delay through the binary FA can be made equal to that of
the quaternary path. The additional multiplexor adds neg-
ligible delay to the critical path, since the Binary control
signal of the multiplexor is available directly from the start
of the addition. Thus, even though the control is a high-
fanout signal it will have been applied to the multiplexor
before the sums have been calculated.

Subtraction can be handled as in conventional binary im-
plementations by creating the complement of the subtra-
hend and then perform an addition with the minuend. The
complement is created by inverting the subtrahend. Multi-
plication and division are more challenging and are left as
future work. One simple approach would be to convert ap-
proximate data to precise data, perform the multiplication
or division, and then convert it back.

4.2 Memory Hierarchy
We base the cache on the idea by M. Själander et. al. [17].

The memories storing data consist of quaternary memory
cells, e.g., the single-electron memory by H. Inokawa et.
al. [18]. The cache lines are organized such that each line
stores N quaternary bytes (q-byte). Binary bytes (b-byte)
can be stored by combining pairs of q-bytes as shown by the
striped region of a quaternary word (q-word) in Figure 8.
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eight sets, sixteen approximate q-bytes per cache
line (N = 16), and four q-bytes per q-word.

Addressing memory becomes more complicated when
bytes of di↵erent size have to coexist in the same memory
system. The same address will have to access di↵erent phys-
ical locations depending on the type of the access (binary or
quaternary). When accessing quaternary data, the address
matches the granularity of the physical organization and,
therefore, does not have to be modified. When accessing bi-
nary data, the physical organization does not match, since
two q-bytes are needed for one b-byte. Thus, only half the
number of b-bytes fit in a cache line, which needs to be
reflected by how the data are addressed. This is achieved
by shifting the address one step to the left, (see Precise in
Figure 8). The shift of the address for binary accesses in-
creases the address size. To create equally sized addresses,
an approximate address is prepended with a most significant
zero, (see Approximate in Figure 8). The resulting address-
ing scheme has the a↵ect that two di↵erent addresses could
map to the same physical location. To distinguish between
the two addresses, a cache line is therefore only allowed to
contain one type of data and a bit (A in Figure 8) is used
to indicate the type of data that the line contains.

Binary and quaternary data should not be intermixed
too finely in the address space to avoid fragmentation with
unusable space. For e�cient use of available cache space
the smallest allocated space for binary or quaternary data
should be a whole cache line that is cache line aligned. This
is likely smaller than the smallest size that is desirable for
main memory. For simplicity, the OS page size can be used
as the smallest granularity.

Registers can be handled such that even registers can be
used to store binary data while all registers can be used to
store quaternary data. If an even register (i) holds binary
data then the following odd register (i + 1) cannot be used
for storing quaternary data. A field for each pair of registers
can then be used to indicate if it contains binary data.

4.3 Modulating the Precision
A desirable property of an approximate computing system

is the ability to control the tradeo↵ between precision and
energy. Reducing the supply voltage causes a quadratic re-
duction in power and attempts have therefore been made to
overscale the voltage without adjusting the frequency [19].



A significant problem with voltage overscaling is that the
precision does not scale gracefully with the voltage. For
memory, it is just as likely that the most significant digit
will flip as the least significant digit. For arithmetic circuits,
the critical path is generally the one for the most significant
digit, i.e., when overscaling the voltage it is more likely that
an error will manifest at the more significant digits than
the less significant digits. Di↵erent circuit and implemen-
tation techniques have been attempted to more gracefully
scale the errors with the voltage through either various er-
ror correcting techniques [20] or slack redistribution [21] to
avoid a↵ecting the more significant digits.

With the ability to control the error resilience simply by
how the data are encoded it is possible to control the preci-
sion at the bit level. If the data have no strict constraints
on precision then all digits can be encoded as quaternary to
minimize the amount of active logic that is required to com-
pute, transfer, and store it. On the other hand, if certain
guaranties on precision are required then a suitable number
of the more significant digits can be encoded as binary while
the less significant digits can be encoded as quaternary. By
increasing the number of more significant digits that are en-
coded as binary the precision can be improved at the cost of
more active logic and thus a higher energy dissipation. For
logic operations, this tradeo↵ is literally controlled by the
encoding of the data without any required modifications of
the circuits. To be able to control the precision of an adder
(Figure 5) the binary-control signal has to be applied to the
appropriate digits. One drawback with the mixed encoding
(i.e., both binary and quaternary encoding in the same data
word) is that the cache optimization described in Section 4.2
is not possible. Only fully approximate words for which the
size becomes half the size of a precise word can benefit from
this technique. Mixed-encoded words still benefit from lower
energy dissipation as fewer memory cells have to be read and
written when accessing the word in the cache.

4.4 System
An application has to be able to convey information about

what type of operation or memory access that is to be per-
formed. To avoid the need of a specialized instruction set
architecture with both approximate and precise instructions
we instead keep this information together with the data in
the architecture. The load instructions are modified such
that the specify the number of digits that are encoded qua-
ternary and this information is kept together with the loaded
data (e.g., the A field for each cache line and pair of registers
in Figure 8)1. This additional metadata is used to determine
the mode (precise or approximate) when accessing data from
registers and the caches as well as when performing logic
and arithmetic operations. A set of new instructions is in-
troduced to convert between approximate and precise data
types. We use the term Approx32 for this approximate mode
to clearly indicate that all digits are quaternary.

The precise representation is not immune to interference
and unintentional changes from Q0 to Q1 or from Q3 to
Q2 might occur. Depending on a particular technologies
probability for this type of change precise data could, e.g., be
restored when reading data from the cache (low probability),
from the register file (medium probability), or from pipeline
registers (high probability).

1A single A field for the whole cache line requires that dif-
ferent approximate data types are cache-line aligned.

5. EVALUATION
We have used EnerJ [22] to classify data as either approx-

imate or precise and to simulate the proposed architecture.
EnerJ is a type system for Java and enables programmers to
specify which data that can be treated approximately. The
type system assures that approximate data are guarded in
such a way that it does not bleed into and a↵ect precise
operations and data.

In the original version of EnerJ data can either be specified
as precise or as approximate (by using the @Approx annota-
tion). For this evaluation, we have chosen to extend this an-
notation by introducing three new annotations @Approx8,
@Approx16, and @Approx24, which enables a programmer
to specify the amount of approximation that an application
can tolerate. The new types specify how many of the least
significant bits of an originally binary data type that are en-
coded as quaternary (i.e., the four least significant digits of
an @Approx8 data type are quaternary and the remaining
digits are binary). The original @Approx keyword signifies
that the whole data type is encoded as quaternary.

The EnerJ classified data are only available within the
java runtime environment (JRE) and are not exposed to the
architecture itself. Thus, it is not possible to use a conven-
tional architectural simulator in combination with EnerJ.
Instead, the architectural modeling needs to be performed
within the JRE itself. We have extended the EnerJ JRE
with our own cache model (described in Section 4.2) and
replaced existing error models with error models for our in-
tended quaternary technology.

Performing architectural simulations within the EnerJ
JRE instead of on an architectural simulator impose lim-
its on the evaluations that can be performed. It is, e.g., not
possible to accurately determine the timing, as the architec-
tural modeling is not separated from the execution of the
application. There is no way of determining how much time
is used for executing the application versus the time used for
modeling the architectural behavior. We are therefore only
evaluating energy aspects even though the use of quaternary
data improves the hit rate for caches and enables more data
to be kept in registers. These improvements would have a
positive impact on performance and, thus, improve energy
even further than what is being reported.

5.1 Benchmarks
We use six benchmarks (scimark2 [lu, smm, sor], imagefill,

jmeint, and raytrace) that been developed together with the
EnerJ framework and two benchmarks (sobel and ↵t) that
we have developed ourselves to evaluate the proposed archi-
tecture. All benchmarks have been annotated with EnerJ’s
approximate annotations to indicate which data and opera-
tions that can be treated approximately by the architecture.

5.2 Error Models
Error correcting codes (ECC) are commonly used to pro-

tect data stored in memories. This is especially true for
multi-value memories (flash, PCM), which have high raw
bit error rates (RBER). We assume that all data are pro-
tected by an ECC that can detect and correct three bits and
use the equation by N. Mielke et al. to calculate the e↵ective
bit error rate given a RBER [23]. For logical operations, we
apply the RBER directly on each bit and use the functional
model to estimate the bit error rate for individual bits of
additions and subtractions.
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Figure 9: Error probabilities for each output bit pair
when performing additions with di↵erent modes of
approximation on a 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder under
the assumption of an RBER of 1%.

We have implemented a functional model of the Kogge-
Stone adder described in Section 4.1 and used it to create an
error model. We inject errors at the input of the quaternary
gates and observe how these propagate to the final result.
The probability for error(s) at the output is then recorded
and used for the architectural simulations. Figure 9 shows
an example where the RBER was arbitrarily chosen to one in
100 (1% chance). Since the output both contains quaternary
and binary digits the data are grouped into bit pairs, e.g.,
0/1 and 2/3. The figure also shows the error probability for
the four di↵erent modes of approximation (8, 16, 24, and
32 bits encoded quaternary). It is clearly shown that the
probability for an error in the more significant digits rapidly
decrease at the point where the digits are encoded as binary.
Because of the carry chain, it is possible for an error that
appears in the quaternary part to propagate into the binary,
more significant part. But, the probability for an error in
the more significant part is drastically reduced compared to
only using the quaternary encoding.

5.3 Energy Estimation
We use switching gate equivalents to estimate the energy

of the adder in precise and approximate modes. For the ap-
proximate mode where all digits are quaternary the gates
that switch for creating the initial generate and propagate
signals and the final sum are reduced by half. The carry-tree
(the gray GP-dots in Figure 5) has a higher switching ac-
tivity as the generate and propagate signals of the lower half
(right side of the dotted line) enters the upper half (left side
of the dotted line). This causes switching at the inputs of
GP-dots in the upper half, but will not cause any switching
of their outputs. For a 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder, 80 of the
129 GP-dots will have inputs that switch. We therefore con-
servatively estimate the energy of an approximate addition
to being 62% (80/129) of a precise addition.

Table 1: Energy Estimate Comparison Between
Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung

Approx8 Approx16 Approx24 Approx32
Kogge-Stone 124/129 (96%) 112/129 (87%) 96/129 (74%) 80/129 (62%)
Brent-Kung 52/57 (91%) 46/57 (81%) 38/57 (67%) 31/57 (54%)

Table 1 shows the number of switching gates in the carry-
tree of a Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung adder under di↵er-
ent modes of approximation. The energy reduction for the
Kogge-Stone is almost 40% when operating on Approx32
data while only a marginal improvement of 4% is achieved
when operating on Approx8 data. Kogge-Stone is only one
example of a carry-lookahead adder (CLA) and there exist
many di↵erent organizations in terms of number of gates
and connectivity that trade speed, power, and area against
each other. For our approximate adder the connectivity be-
tween less significant parts to more significant parts also
matters as it will determine how much of the carry tree is
active during the di↵erent approximate modes. It is outside
the scope of this work to evaluate the most suitable CLA
configuration. Here, we instead list one alternative, Brent-
Kung, that reduce the switching activity compared to the
Kogge-Stone. For Approx32 operations, the energy almost
reaches the ideal reduction of 50% and for Approx8, we see
a more substantial reduction of almost 10%. Unless it is
explicitly mentioned the presented data are with the Kogge-
Stone results.

The cache has to be designed in such a way that data of
variable width can be read from it to save energy. This can
be achieved by designing the cache such that most modes
of operations access two SRAM memories while during the
Approx32 mode only one of the SRAMs is accessed. We
estimate the energy savings by modeling a single way of a
cache with a 4kB data array and 32-byte cache line size.
The tag array is modeled as a 128 byte SRAM with a 32-
bit wide port. According to CACTI [24] (version 6.5) the
energy dissipation of the tag array is 32% of the data array
(when using the 32nm ITRS-HP technology at 350K and
optimizing for energy). The estimate of a 2kB 16-bit wide
data array the energy dissipation is estimated to be 52.4%
of the 4kB data array (100%). Designing the cache with
two 16-bit SRAMs instead of a single 32-bit SRAM incurs
a slight overhead of 4% ((32%+ 2⇥ 52.4%)/(32%+ 100%))
for precise accesses while Approx32 accesses only dissipate
64% ((32% + 52.4%)/(32% + 100%)).

For the main memory we do not save in terms of access
power as a whole cache line is read and written at a time.
The benefit of having Approx32 data is that twice the num-
ber of data items are read/written than compared to precise
data. This reduces the total number of required accesses to
main memory, which saves energy.

We scale the energy gain with the number of bits that are
accessed when accessing data for other approximate modes
than Approx32, i.e., Approx8 access 28 of the 32 memory
cells in a precise word.

6. RESULTS
We first present results without modulating the approx-

imation (fixed approximation), i.e., only Approx32 is used.
This identifies the best possible energy reduction that can be
achieved when using the proposed system. Next we present
results when trading energy against precision by modulating
the approximation.

6.1 Fixed Approximation
Figure 10 shows the correctness of the output for the eight

benchmarks when the REBR is changed from one error in
100 to one in 100 million. We ran each benchmark 100 times
for each REBR and the graph shows the average, minimum,
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Figure 10: Output errors of eight benchmarks when
the raw bit error rate (RBER) is changed from one
in 100 to one in 100 million. The whiskers show the
maximum and minimum error while the line shows
the average for 100 runs.
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Figure 11: Relative register file (reg) and cache en-
ergy when executing approximately.

and maximum correctness. As seen in the figure, six of the
benchmarks produce correct results for all 100 runs at an
REBR of one in 100,000. However, for imagefill and ↵t an
REBR of one in 100 million is needed to get close to reli-
able outputs. An REBR of one in 10-100 million has been
reported for both PCM and Flash [23, 25–27]. Our results
indicate that a quaternary technology would have to reach
at least this level of correctness for it to be viable.

Figure 13 shows the output of a randomly selected run
from imagefill under varying RBER. The result for an error
rate of one in 100 or 1,000 is not usable, but already at an
error rate of 1 in 10,000 the result could be of use in certain
situations. So even though imagefill does present errors for
an RBER of one in 10 million (the particular run in Figure 13
had a single error) the result can be useful.

Figure 11 shows the energy usage for the register file and
cache normalized to a system which would only use pre-
cise operations. The average register file, cache energy, and
main memory savings are 14%, 20%, and 32%, respectively.
Jmeint shows the greatest improvement with 32% register-
file, 36% cache, and 50% main-memory energy savings. This
is due to the high fraction of data that can be treated ap-
proximately in jmeint. The reason for main memory showing
the greatest improvement is due to locality of the di↵erent
types of data. Precise data tend to be constants and con-
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Figure 12: Output errors when modulating the ap-
proximation.

Table 2: L1 DC Miss Rate

Benchmark Original (%) Approximate (%) Improvement (%)
lu 5.13 2.67 48%
smm 7.09 4.37 38%
sor 2.13 1.08 49%
imagefill 18.21 17.89 2%
jmeint 1.30 0.65 50%
raytrace 0.50 0.25 50%
sobel 0.10 0.05 50%
↵t 1.65 0.02 99%

sist of a smaller working set, which fits in the cache. While
approximate data tends to be arrays that are strided with
less temporal locality. The more compact representation of
approximate data makes it possible to store more data in
the cache. This improves the miss rate and, thus, reduces
the number of accesses to main memory.

Table 2 shows the miss rate for the modeled level one (L1)
data cache (DC), 4-way, 16KiB, with 32-byte line size. The
column denoted original shows the miss rate for the eight
benchmarks when approximate computing is not used. The
last column shows the improvements in miss rate that are
achieved when storing data approximately in the cache. For
most of the benchmarks the improvements are close to 50%
while for ↵t almost all cache misses can be avoided as the
working set now fits in the L1 DC when storing it approxi-
mately. The reduced miss rate has the e↵ect of fewer main
memory accesses, which improves both energy e�ciency (see
Figure 11) and performance.

Only three of the benchmarks use approximate integer op-
erations (imagefill, sobel, and ↵t). The energy for arithmetic
operations is reduced by 11%, 23%, and 16% for imagefill,
sobel, and ↵t, respectively.

6.2 Modulated Approximation
We use the ↵t application to evaluate the benefits of mod-

ulating the approximation. The reason for only using ↵t is
that it is the only application that only use integer opera-
tions (most benchmarks use floating point) to include the ef-
fect of the adder and that operate on 32-bit wide data (both
imagefill and sobel operate on pixels with 8-bit values).

Figure 12 shows how modulating the approximation af-
fects the amount of errors in the output of the application.
FFT is the same as shown in Figure 10 and require an REBR
of 1 in 100 million to not provide any errors in our case. Us-
ing Approx24 instead of Approx32 does hardly provide any
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Figure 13: Example outputs from the imagefill benchmark under di↵erent RBER.

Table 3: Energy Estimate for ↵t when Modulating
the Approximation.

Approx8 Approx16 Approx24 Approx32
Arithmetic 94% 88% 80% 72%
Register 95% 90% 86% 81%
Cache 94% 88% 82% 77%
Memory 95% 90% 86% 81%

benefit at all as the two curves tracks each other closely (↵t24
and ↵t, respectively). However, when reducing the approx-
imation to Approx16 the amount of errors in the output is
significantly reduced and an RBER of 1 in 10 million might
be acceptable for some use cases. Reducing the approxima-
tion further to Approx8 another magnitude increase in the
REBR could be acceptable.

Table 3 shows the energy reduction for arithmetic opera-
tions and the memory system when modulating the approx-
imation. Here we use the energy estimates for the Brent-
Kung adder instead of the Kogge-Stone as it shows better
results when modulating the approximation. This is why
the Approx32 results in a reduction of 28% instead of 16%,
as reported in Section 6.1.

7. CONCLUSION
The digital age has come to rely on rapid improvements

in performance, which has been driven by ever cheaper de-
vices as predicted by Moore’s law. However, contemporary
CMOS technologies are reaching their practical and phys-
ical limits. An alternative could be one of the many re-
searched and emerging nano technologies. Operating at the
nano scale poses many challenges, one of which is reliable

operations. We have presented a technique where reliability
can be modulated for a multi-value technology. By encod-
ing data either as binary or quaternary it is possible to trade
energy e�ciency against reliability. With this technique, we
might be one step closer to building systems based on emerg-
ing multi-value technologies.
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